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Community Question Answering (cQA)

• Questions specific to a region or a community are often 
answered in community forums.
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Community Question Answering (cQA)

None has the answer!
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An answer exists!

Community Question Answering (cQA)

Can we do better?

cQA system
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Does immigration have any particular time for extending family visit visa?
In Doha; immigration office only in Madinat Khalifa? We need to extend
our family visit visa this month end then six months finished …

Poster by anonymous in Visas and Permits

Home >> About Qatar >> Visas and Permits

Family visit visa extension in immigration?

rej2k7

morning if its for 7th month; I was asked to come then.

blueagle69

Maximum allowed for visit visa is 1+5=6 months after that your wife and
daughter need to exit qatar and they can come can back after 3 months. But if
you want to extend another 1 to 2 months; then u need approval from
captain … proceed ka sa gate # 1 (first floor) siya matatagpuan every 10-
12noon..

anonymous

DEAR FRIEND ONE MORE DOUBT I HAVE..WE NEED TO TAKE TICKET
ALSO FOR EXTENSION... WE PAY FOR TICKET OR JUST BOOKING
ENOUGH...WE ARE FROM INDIA

anonymous

DEAR FRIEND WE NEED TO PAY FOR TICKET OR JUST BOOKING AND
THAT PRINT OUT ENOUGH? AND WHAT QUESTIONS THEY ASKED
WHEN U WENT TO IMIGRATION FOR CHILD? IN WHICH IMIGRATION
OFFICE U WENT?

emy007

.. last time we just book the ticket it shows like a real ticket so they extend it
as they dnt check in system if it is paid or nt lol .. dnt pay for the tickets... and
u can go to madinat khalifa they r nice people just go to gate no 4 and go
directly to reception without taking any number…

Does immigration have any particular time for extending family visit visa? In Doha; 
immigration office only in Madinat Khalifa? We need to extend our family visit visa 
this month end then six months finished …

Maximum allowed for visit visa is 1+5=6 months after that your wife and daughter 
need to exit qatar and they can come can back after 3 months. But if you want to 
extend another 1 to 2 months; then u need approval from captain … proceed to 
gate # 1, time every morning

DEAR FRIEND ONE MORE DOUBT I HAVE..WE NEED TO TAKE 
TICKET ALSO FOR EXTENSION... WE PAY FOR TICKET OR JUST 
BOOKING ENOUGH...WE ARE FROM INDIA

DEAR FRIEND WE NEED TO PAY FOR TICKET OR JUST BOOKING AND 
THAT PRINT OUT ENOUGH? AND WHAT QUESTIONS THEY ASKED WHEN 
U WENT TO IMIGRATION FOR CHILD? IN WHICH IMIGRATION OFFICE U 
WENT?

.. last time we just book the ticket it shows like a real ticket so they extend it as 
they dnt check in system if it is paid or nt lol .. dnt pay for the tickets... and u can 
go to madinat khalifa they r nice people just go to gate no 4 and go directly to 
reception without taking any number…

A Question-Comment Thread 

morning if its for 7th month; I was asked to come then.
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… my sister's in law is under my sponsorship and her visa will be
expired on Nov.17;2012 (3months from the time she arrive in Doha).
My question is; can I still extend her visa for another one month?

Poster by dyollmaj in Advice and
Help

Home >> About Qatar >> Advice and Help

Visa Extension for My Sister in Law?

nfiqbal

May be its a new rule as I had no problem at all to renew for my in
laws or niece nephew .

bob1972

It is correct. 3 mnths for indirect relation and later a month
extension after showing a ticket. Go to the Main Immigration.

blueagle69

… sister in law is falls under indirect relatives of yours as she is the
sister of your wife. anyhow you can still extend her visa of 1
month provided air ticket to the immigration officer; without
ticket then sorry to say...no EXTENSION..

data_analyst

is Visit Visa is of 3 months for wife as well (the visit) visa; does
wife comes under direct(blood relations)?

dyollmaj

for wife the visa is extendable for 6mos. Poster by zamilo in Advice and Help
Home >> About Qatar >> Advice and Help

New Visit Visa Extension?

anonymo
us

visit visa can extend 1 more month after the 6th month. but you
need to show a plane ticket that on the expiry you will leave qatar.

emy007

they dnt stick the sticker anymore; they will only give u printed
form mentioning the expiry date…

zamilo

thanks guys for the comments and info!

My brother applied for a visit visa extension for me. It was approved
and I was extended for another 4 months. The visa extension is a
printed form and not a sticker in my passport. Any comment on this?

Does immigration have any particular time for extending family visit
visa? In doha; immigration office only in madina kalifa? We need to
extend our family visit visa this month end then six months finished …

Poster by anonymous in Visas and Permits
Home >> About Qatar >> Visas and Permits

Family visit visa extension in immigration?

rej2k7

morning if its for 7th month; I was asked to come then.

blueagle69

Maximum allowed for visit visa is 1+5=6 months after that your
wife and daughter need to exit qatar and they can come can back
after 3 months. But if you want to extend another 1 to 2 months;
then u need approval from captain … proceed ka sa gate # 1 (first
floor) siya matatagpuan every 10-12noon..

anonymous

DEAR FRIEND ONE MORE DOUBT I HAVE..WE NEED TO TAKE TICKET
ALSO FOR EXTENSION... WE PAY FOR TICKET OR JUST BOOKING
ENOUGH...WE ARE FROM INDIA

anonymous

DEAR FRIEND WE NEED TO PAY FOR TICKET OR JUST BOOKING AND
THAT PRINT OUT ENOUGH? AND WHAT QUESTIONS THEY ASKED
WHEN U WENT TO IMIGRATION FOR CHILD? IN WHICH
IMIGRATION OFFICE U WENT?

emy007

.. last time we just book the ticket it shows like a real ticket so they
extend it as they dnt check in system if it is paid or nt lol .. dnt pay
for the tickets... and u can go to madinat khalifa they r nice people
just go to gate no 4 and go directly to reception without taking any
number…

Community Question Answering
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Can I extend my family visit visa after 6 month??
Dear Members; I have my wife in qatar on family visit
visa; now it's gonna over 6 months; can i get more 2/3
months visa?? what is the procedure?? pls inform.

Can I extend my family visit visa after 6 month??
Dear Members; I have my wife in qatar on family visit visa; now
it's gonna over 6 months; can i get more 2/3 months visa?? what
is the procedure?? pls inform.
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… my sister's in law is under my sponsorship and her visa will be
expired on Nov.17;2012 (3months from the time she arrive in Doha).
My question is; can I still extend her visa for another one month?

Poster by dyollmaj in Advice and
Help

Home >> About Qatar >> Advice and Help

Visa Extension for My Sister in Law?

nfiqbal

May be its a new rule as I had no problem at all to renew for my in
laws or niece nephew .

bob1972

It is correct. 3 mnths for indirect relation and later a month
extension after showing a ticket. Go to the Main Immigration.

blueagle69

… sister in law is falls under indirect relatives of yours as she is the
sister of your wife. anyhow you can still extend her visa of 1
month provided air ticket to the immigration officer; without
ticket then sorry to say...no EXTENSION..

data_analyst

is Visit Visa is of 3 months for wife as well (the visit) visa; does
wife comes under direct(blood relations)?

dyollmaj

for wife the visa is extendable for 6mos. Poster by zamilo in Advice and Help
Home >> About Qatar >> Advice and Help

New Visit Visa Extension?

anonymo
us

visit visa can extend 1 more month after the 6th month. but you
need to show a plane ticket that on the expiry you will leave qatar.

emy007

they dnt stick the sticker anymore; they will only give u printed
form mentioning the expiry date…

zamilo

thanks guys for the comments and info!

My brother applied for a visit visa extension for me. It was approved
and I was extended for another 4 months. The visa extension is a
printed form and not a sticker in my passport. Any comment on this?

Does immigration have any particular time for extending family visit
visa? In doha; immigration office only in madina kalifa? We need to
extend our family visit visa this month end then six months finished …

Poster by anonymous in Visas and Permits
Home >> About Qatar >> Visas and Permits

Family visit visa extension in immigration?

rej2k7

morning if its for 7th month; I was asked to come then.

blueagle69

Maximum allowed for visit visa is 1+5=6 months after that your
wife and daughter need to exit qatar and they can come can back
after 3 months. But if you want to extend another 1 to 2 months;
then u need approval from captain … proceed ka sa gate # 1 (first
floor) siya matatagpuan every 10-12noon..

anonymous

DEAR FRIEND ONE MORE DOUBT I HAVE..WE NEED TO TAKE TICKET
ALSO FOR EXTENSION... WE PAY FOR TICKET OR JUST BOOKING
ENOUGH...WE ARE FROM INDIA

anonymous

DEAR FRIEND WE NEED TO PAY FOR TICKET OR JUST BOOKING AND
THAT PRINT OUT ENOUGH? AND WHAT QUESTIONS THEY ASKED
WHEN U WENT TO IMIGRATION FOR CHILD? IN WHICH
IMIGRATION OFFICE U WENT?

emy007

.. last time we just book the ticket it shows like a real ticket so they
extend it as they dnt check in system if it is paid or nt lol .. dnt pay
for the tickets... and u can go to madinat khalifa they r nice people
just go to gate no 4 and go directly to reception without taking any
number…

Community Question Answering

Relevant Relevant

Irrelevant
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Can I extend my family visit visa after 6 month??
Dear Members; I have my wife in qatar on family
visit visa; now it's gonna over 6 months; can i get
more 2/3 months visa?? what is the procedure??
pls inform.
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Research Challenges in cQA

cQA tasks:
A. q to a (answer goodness) [SemEval’15, SemEval’16]
B. q' to q (question-question similarity) [SemEval’16]
C. q' to a (answer selection; main task) [SemEval’16]

q' q thread 
question

a

new
question

Question-question 
similarity [task B]

comment

EMNLP-2018



Inter-task Dependencies in cQA

• Task C is dependent on the other two tasks
• Task B can help solve C
• Task A can help solve C

q' q thread 
question

a

new
question

Question-question 
similarity [task B]

comment

EMNLP-2018
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Intra-task Dependencies in cQA

• Similar comments should have same class labels (for task A
and task C)

• Similar questions should have same class labels (for task B) 

q' q thread 
question

a

new
question

Question-question 
similarity [task B]

comment

EMNLP-2018

Joint learning



Our Approach

• Step 1: Learn task-specific embeddings for each task 
• Step 2: Model intra- and inter-task dependencies.

EMNLP-2018



Task-specific Representation for cQA

• Considers interactions between input elements
• Combines automatic and manually-designed features
• Does not consider inter- and intra-task dependencies
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Inter- & Intra-task Dependencies for cQA

where V a is the associated weight matrix. The task-
specific output embedding is then formed by merg-
ing h

a
2 and �a(qi, cim), i.e., xa

i,m = [h

a
2,�

a
(qi, c

i
m)].

Neural Model for Subtask B To determine
whether an existing question qi is Related to the new
question q, we model the interactions between q and
qi using their embeddings and pairwise similarity
features in a similar way as for subtask A. The fol-
lowing equations describe the transformation:

h

b
1 = f(U

b
[zq, zqi ]);h

b
2 = f(V

b
[h

b
1,�

b
(q, qi)])

where U

b and V

b are the weight matrices in the first
and second hidden layer. The task-specific output
embedding is thus formed by x

b
i = [h

b
2,�

b
(q, qi)].

Neural Model for Subtask C In order to decide
whether a comment cim in the answer thread of qi

is Relevant to q, we consider how related qi is to
q, and how useful cim is to answer qi. Again, we
model the direct interactions between q and c

i
m us-

ing pairwise features �c(q, cim) and a hidden layer
transformation h

c
1 = f(U

c
[zq, zcim

]), where U

c is
a weight matrix. We then include a second hidden
layer to combine the activations from different input
elements and pairwise similarity features. Formally,

h

c
2 = f(V

c
[h

a
1 ,h

b
1,h

c
1,�

a
(qi, c

i
m),�

b
(q, qi),�

c
(q, c

i
m)])

The final task-specific embedding for subtask C is
formed as: xc

i = [h

c
2,�

a
(qi, c

i
m),�

b
(q, qi),�

c
(q, c

i
m)].

3.2 Joint Learning with Global Inference
Given the subtask-specific embeddings (x

a
i,m, x

b
i ,

x

c
i,m), the traditional approach to learn classifica-

tion functions is to learn local classifiers ignoring
the dependencies in the output. This is the approach
we took above when we fed the output layer of the
DNNs with the subtask-specific embeddings. Al-
though this models the interactions between the in-
put elements (q, qi, c

i
m), it does not consider (i) the

dependencies between the output of the subtasks,
e.g., between y

a
i,m and y

c
i,m, and (ii) the dependen-

cies between the output variables of two instances of
the same subtask, e.g., between y

b
i and y

b
j .

One simple way to exploit these interdependen-
cies between subtasks is to precompute the predic-
tions for some subtasks (A and B), and then to use
the predictions as features for the other subtask (C).
However, as shown later in Section 6, such a pipeline

approach propagates errors from one subtask to the
subsequent ones. A more robust way is to build a
joint model for all subtasks. We could use the full
DNN network in Figure 2a to learn the classification
functions for the three subtasks jointly as follows:

p(y

a
i,m, y

b
i , y

c
i,m|✓) = p(y

a
i,m|✓a)p(ybi |✓b)p(yci,m|✓c) (4)

where ✓ = [✓a, ✓b, ✓c] are the model parameters.
However, this approach has three key limitations:
(i) it assumes conditional independence between the
subtasks (given the parameters); (ii) since the scores
are normalized locally (i.e., they are probabilities),
the likelihood decomposes into local factors, which
results in a locally optimized model; and (iii) the lo-
cal normalization leads to the so-called label bias
problem (Lafferty et al., 2001), i.e., the features for
one subtask have no influence on other subtasks.

Our approach is to model the dependen-
cies between the output variables by learn-
ing (globally normalized) classification functions
jointly to optimize a global performance crite-
rion. We represent the whole cQA setting as a
big undirected graph G=(V,E)=(Va[Vb[Vc, Eaa[
Ebb[Ecc[Eac[Ebc[Eab). As shown in Fig. 2b,
the graph contains six subgraphs: the subgraphs
Ga=(Va, Eaa), Gb=(Vb, Ebb) and Gc=(Vc, Ecc) are
associated with the three subtasks, and the bipartite
subgraphs Gac=(Va [Vc, Eac), Gbc=(Vb [Vc, Ebc)

and Gab=(Va[Vb, Eab) connect nodes across tasks.
Each node u 2 Vt is associated with an input vec-

tor xu, representing the embedding for subtask t,
and a output variable yu, representing the class la-
bel for subtask t. Similarly, each edge (u, v) 2 Est

is associated with an input feature vector µ(xu,xv),
derived (e.g., by merging) from the node-level fea-
tures, and an output variable yuv 2 {1, 2, · · · , L},
representing the state transitions for the pair of
nodes.3 For notational simplicity, here we do not
distinguish between comment and question nodes,
rather we use u and v as general indices. We define
the following conditional joint distribution:

p(y|✓,x) = 1

Z(✓,x)

Y

t2⌧

h Y

u2Vt

 n(yu|x,wt
n)

i

Y

(s,t)2⌧⇥⌧

h Y

(u,v)2Est

 e(yuv|x,wst
e )

i
(5)

3The input features and the output variables for edges are
not shown in Figure. 2b to avoid visual clutter.
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whether an existing question qi is Related to the new
question q, we model the interactions between q and
qi using their embeddings and pairwise similarity
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Given the subtask-specific embeddings (x

a
i,m, x

b
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x

c
i,m), the traditional approach to learn classifica-

tion functions is to learn local classifiers ignoring
the dependencies in the output. This is the approach
we took above when we fed the output layer of the
DNNs with the subtask-specific embeddings. Al-
though this models the interactions between the in-
put elements (q, qi, c

i
m), it does not consider (i) the

dependencies between the output of the subtasks,
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i,m and y

c
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One simple way to exploit these interdependen-
cies between subtasks is to precompute the predic-
tions for some subtasks (A and B), and then to use
the predictions as features for the other subtask (C).
However, as shown later in Section 6, such a pipeline

approach propagates errors from one subtask to the
subsequent ones. A more robust way is to build a
joint model for all subtasks. We could use the full
DNN network in Figure 2a to learn the classification
functions for the three subtasks jointly as follows:
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where ✓ = [✓a, ✓b, ✓c] are the model parameters.
However, this approach has three key limitations:
(i) it assumes conditional independence between the
subtasks (given the parameters); (ii) since the scores
are normalized locally (i.e., they are probabilities),
the likelihood decomposes into local factors, which
results in a locally optimized model; and (iii) the lo-
cal normalization leads to the so-called label bias
problem (Lafferty et al., 2001), i.e., the features for
one subtask have no influence on other subtasks.

Our approach is to model the dependen-
cies between the output variables by learn-
ing (globally normalized) classification functions
jointly to optimize a global performance crite-
rion. We represent the whole cQA setting as a
big undirected graph G=(V,E)=(Va[Vb[Vc, Eaa[
Ebb[Ecc[Eac[Ebc[Eab). As shown in Fig. 2b,
the graph contains six subgraphs: the subgraphs
Ga=(Va, Eaa), Gb=(Vb, Ebb) and Gc=(Vc, Ecc) are
associated with the three subtasks, and the bipartite
subgraphs Gac=(Va [Vc, Eac), Gbc=(Vb [Vc, Ebc)

and Gab=(Va[Vb, Eab) connect nodes across tasks.
Each node u 2 Vt is associated with an input vec-

tor xu, representing the embedding for subtask t,
and a output variable yu, representing the class la-
bel for subtask t. Similarly, each edge (u, v) 2 Est

is associated with an input feature vector µ(xu,xv),
derived (e.g., by merging) from the node-level fea-
tures, and an output variable yuv 2 {1, 2, · · · , L},
representing the state transitions for the pair of
nodes.3 For notational simplicity, here we do not
distinguish between comment and question nodes,
rather we use u and v as general indices. We define
the following conditional joint distribution:

p(y|✓,x) = 1

Z(✓,x)
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t2⌧
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(5)

3The input features and the output variables for edges are
not shown in Figure. 2b to avoid visual clutter.

The model:
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Training: RMSProp Inference: Loopy BP

Experimented with different graph structures



Embeddings and Pairwise Features

• Google skip-gram vectors: 300-dimensions; embedding for a 
question/comment is the average of the word embeddings.

• Syntax-based: Parse the question (or comment) using the Stanford 
neural parser, and use the 25-dimensional vectors. 

• QL word2vec vectors: Use fine-tuned word embeddings pretrained
on all the available in-domain Qatar Living data.

• Pairwise Features: Cosine similarity, MT features (BLEU, NIST, TER, METEOR), 
BLEU components (n-gram	prec,	n-gram	matches,	length	ratio,	brevity	penalty).

• Node Features: Comment features (different statistics on word types),	meta	
features	(same	user	answering,	position	as	reciprocal	rank).

EMNLP-2018



cQA Datasets

EMNLP-2018

SemEval-2016 Task 3 (Nakov et al., 2016) 

• 387 new questions

• 6,959 related questions

• 56,988 answers



Main Results for Task B

• DNN model yields strong results; close to the best model in SemEval’16
• DNN+CRF yields further improvements and achieves state-of-the-art results

Systems MAP AvgRec MRR

UH-PRHLT (best at SE-2016) 76.70 90.31 83.02 

DNN (task B network) 76.27 90.27 83.57

DNN + Gold A, C 77.17 90.71 84.73

DNN + Predicted A, C 76.43 90.34 83.62

DNN+CRF 76.87 90.66 84.44

EMNLP-2018



Main Results in Task C

• DNN model gets strong results
• CRF yields state-of-the-art results improving over DNN by about 2 points

Systems MAP AvgRec MRR

SUper team (best at SE-2016) 55.41 60.66 61.48 

DNN (task C network) 54.24 58.30 61.47

DNN + Gold A, B 63.49 71.16 68.19

DNN + Pred A, B 55.11 58.69 60.10

DNN-ABC (local) 54.32 59.87 61.76

DNN+CRF 56.01 60.22 63.25

EMNLP-2018



Conclusions & Future Work

EMNLP-2018

• Feed-forward neural network to learn task-specific embeddings
• Joint multi-task learning framework with global normalization
• Improvements in both task B and task C

• Couple DNN and CRF for end-to-end training
• Better embeddings (ELMo, BERT)
• Evaluate on Semeval-2017 dataset

In future,



Questions?
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Thanks!



Multi-Task cQA Model
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(b) Our globally normalized joint conditional model

Figure 2: Graphical representation of our cQA framework. On the left (a), we have three feed-forward
neural networks to learn task-specific embeddings for the three cQA subtasks. On the right (b), a global
conditional random field (CRF) models intra- and inter-subtask dependencies.

subtasks, between existing questions, and between
comments for an existing question (Figure 2b).
Below, we describe the two steps in detail.

3.1 Neural Models for cQA Subtasks
Figure 2a depicts our complete neural framework
for the three subtasks. The input is a tuple
(q, qi, c

i
m) consisting of a new question q, a re-

trieved question qi, and a comment cim from qi’s
answer thread. We first map the input elements
to fixed-length vectors (zq, zqi , zcim

) using their
syntactic and semantic embeddings. Depending
on the requirements of the subtasks, the network
then models the interactions between the inputs
by passing their embeddings through non-linear
hidden layers ⌫(·). Additionally, the network
also considers pairwise similarity features �(·) be-
tween two input elements that go directly to the
output layer, and also through the last hidden layer.
The pairwise features together with the activations
at the final hidden layer constitute the task-specific
embeddings for each subtask t: xt

i = [⌫

t
(·),�t

(·)].
The final layer defines a Bernoulli distribution for
each subtask t 2 {a, b, c}:
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bedding, the output layer weights, and the predic-
tion variable for subtask t, respectively, and sig(·)
refers to the sigmoid function.
We train the models by minimizing the cross-
entropy between the predicted distribution and the

gold labels. The main difference between the
models is how they compute the task-specific em-
beddings xt

i for subtask t.

Neural Model for Subtask A. The feed-
forward network for subtask A is shown in the
lower part of Figure 2a. To determine whether a
comment c
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m is good with respect to the thread

question qi, we model the interactions between c
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m

and qi by merging their embeddings zcim
and zqi ,

and passing them through a hidden layer:
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]) (2)

where U

a is the weight matrix from the inputs
to the first hidden units, f is a non-linear activa-
tion function. The activations are then fed to a fi-
nal subtask-specific hidden layer, which combines
these signals with the pairwise similarity features
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Neural Model for Subtask B. To determine
whether an existing question qi is related to the
new question q, we model the interactions between
q and qi using their embeddings and pairwise sim-
ilarity features similarly to subtask A.
The upper part of Figure 2a shows the network.
The transformation is defined as follows:
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of our cQA framework. On the left (a), we have three feed-forward
neural networks to learn task-specific embeddings for the three cQA subtasks. On the right (b), a global
conditional random field (CRF) models intra- and inter-subtask dependencies.
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DNN Results

batch dropout reg. str inter. layer task-spec. layer

A 16 0.3 0.001 10 125
B 25 0.2 0.05 5 75
C 32 0.3 0.0001 15 50

Table 1: Best setting for DNNs, as found on DEV.

(3) reciprocal rank of cim in the list of comments
for q, i.e., 1/[m+10⇥(i � 1)]; and (4) reciprocal
rank of question qi in the list for q, i.e., 1/i.

5 Data and Settings

We experiment with the data from SemEval-2016
Task 3 (Nakov et al., 2016b). Consistently with
our notation from Section 3, it features three sub-
tasks: subtask A (i.e., whether a comment cim is
a good answer to the question qi in the thread),
subtask B (i.e., whether the retrieved question qi

is related to the new question q), and subtask C
(i.e., whether the comment cim is a relevant answer
for the new question q). Note that the two main
subtasks we are interested in are B and C.
DNN Setting. We preprocess the data using
min-max scaling. We use RMSprop3 for learn-
ing, with parameters set to the values suggested
by Tieleman and Hinton (2012). We use up to 100
epochs with patience of 25, rectified linear units
(ReLU) as activation functions, l2 regularization
on weights, and dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014)
of hidden units. See Table 1 for more detail.
CRF Setting. For the CRF model, we initial-
ize the node-level weights from the output layer
weights of the DNNs, and we set the edge-level
weights to 0. Then, we train using RMSprop with
loopy BP. We regularize the node parameters ac-
cording to the best settings of the DNN: 0.001,
0.05, and 0.0001 for A, B, and C, respectively.

6 Results and Discussion

Below, we first present the evaluation results using
DNN models (Section 6.1). Then, we discuss the
performance of the joint models (Section 6.2).

6.1 Results for the DNN Models
Table 2 shows the results for our individual DNN
models (rows in boldface) for subtasks A, B and C
on the TEST set.
We report three ranking-based measures that are
commonly accepted in the IR community: mean
average precision (MAP), which was the official

3Other adaptive algorithms such as ADAM (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) or ADADELTA (Zeiler, 2012) were slightly worse.

Subtask A

System MAP AvgRec MRR

Random order 52.80 66.52 58.71
Chronological order 59.53 72.60 67.83

ConvKN (second at SE-2016) 77.66 88.05 84.93
Kelp (best at SE-2016) 79.19 88.82 86.42
DNNA (subtask A network) 76.20 86.52 84.95

Subtask B

System MAP AvgRec MRR

Random order 46.98 67.92 50.96
IR order 74.75 88.30 83.79

ConvKN (second at SE-2016) 76.02 90.70 84.64
UH-PRHLT (best at SE-2016) 76.70 90.31 83.02
DNNB (subtask B network) 76.27 90.27 83.57
DNNB + A gold labels 76.10 89.96 83.62
DNNB + C gold labels 77.19 90.78 83.73
DNNB + A and C gold labels 77.12 90.71 83.73

Subtask C

System MAP AvgRec MRR
Random order 15.01 11.44 15.19
IR+Chron. order 40.36 45.97 45.83

Kelp (second at SE-2016) 52.95 59.27 59.23
SUper team (best at SE-2016) 55.41 60.66 61.48
DNNC (subtask C network) 54.24 58.30 61.47
DNNC + A gold labels 61.14 66.67 66.86
DNNC + B gold labels 56.29 61.11 62.67
DNNC + A and B gold labels 63.49 71.16 68.19

Table 2: Results for our DNN models on all cQA
subtasks, compared to the top-2 systems from
SemEval-2016 Task 3. Inter-subtask dependencies
are explored using gold output labels.

evaluation measure of SemEval-2016, average re-
call (AvgRec), and mean reciprocal rank (MRR).

For each subtask, we show two baselines and
the results of the top-2 systems at SemEval. The
first baseline is a random ordering of the ques-
tions/comments, assuming no knowledge about
the subtask. The second baseline keeps the
chronological order of the comments for subtask
A, of the question ranking from the IR engine for
subtask B, and both for subtask C.

We can see that the individual DNN models for
subtasks B and C are very competitive, falling be-
tween the first and the second best at SemEval-
2016. For subtask A, our model is weaker, but, as
we will see below, it can help improve the results
for subtasks B and C, which are our focus here.

Looking at the results for subtask C, we can
see that sizeable gains are possible when using
gold labels for subtasks A and B as features to
DNNC , e.g., adding gold A labels yields +6.90
MAP points.
Similarly, using gold labels for subtask B adds
+2.05 MAP points absolute. Moreover, the gain
is cumulative: using the two gold labels together
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Subtask B Results

# System Comments MAP (�) AvgRec (�) MRR (�)

1 DNNC Subtask C network 54.24 58.30 61.47

2 DNNC+PA DNNC with A predicted labels 55.21 (+0.97) 58.36 (+0.06) 62.69 (+1.22)
3 DNNC+PB DNNC with B predicted labels 54.17 (-0.04) 58.17 (-0.13) 62.55 (+1.08)
4 DNNC+PA+PB DNNC with A and B predicted labels 55.11 (+0.90) 58.69 (+0.39) 60.10 (-1.37)

5 CRFAC CRF with A-C connections 55.42 (+1.18) 58.69 (+0.39) 63.25 (+1.78)
6 CRFBC CRF with B-C connections 55.20 (+0.96) 58.87 (+0.57) 62.30 (+0.83)
7 CRFACBC CRF with A-C and B-C connections 56.00 (+1.76) 60.20 (+1.90) 63.25 (+1.78)
8 CRFall CRF with all pairwise connections 55.81 (+1.57) 60.15 (+1.85) 62.68 (+1.21)

9 CRFACBC,Cf CRFACBC with fully connected C 55.73 (+1.49) 59.77 (+1.47) 62.80 (+1.33)
10 CRFACBC,AfCf CRFACBC with fully connected A and C 55.54 (+1.30) 59.86 (+1.56) 62.54 (+1.07)
11 CRFACBC,BfCf CRFACBC with fully connected B and C 55.67 (+1.43) 60.22 (+1.92) 62.80 (+1.33)
12 CRFACBC,f CRFACBC with all layers fully connected 55.81 (+1.57) 60.15 (+1.85) 63.25 (+1.78)

Table 3: Performance of the pipeline and of the joint learning models on subtask C. The best results for
each measure are in bold, and the gains over the single neural network (DNNC) are shown in parentheses.

# System Comments MAP AvgRec MRR Acc P R F1

1 DNNB Subtask B network 76.27 90.27 83.57 76.39 89.53 33.05 48.28
2 DNNB+PA DNNB with A predicted labels 76.08 89.99 83.38 77.40 86.41 38.20 52.98
3 DNNB+PC DNNB with C predicted labels 76.33 90.38 83.62 77.40 83.19 40.34 54.34
4 DNNB+PA+PC DNNB with A and C predicted labels 76.43 90.34 83.62 77.11 78.74 42.92 55.56

5 CRFBf CRF with fully connected B 76.41 90.34 83.81 77.00 84.62 37.76 52.23
6 CRFACBC,Bf CRFACBC with fully connected B 76.89 90.87 84.19 77.86 76.00 48.93 59.53
7 CRFACBC,AfBf CRFACBC with fully connected A and B 76.51 90.64 84.19 78.29 83.47 43.35 57.06
8 CRFACBC,BfCf CRFACBC with fully connected B and C 76.87 90.96 84.44 77.86 78.68 45.92 58.00
9 CRFACBC,f CRFACBC with all layers fully connected 76.25 90.38 84.62 78.57 81.20 46.35 59.02

Table 4: Performance of the pipeline and of the joint models on subtask B (best results in boldface).

A and C, while only one decision is to be made for
the related question B).

Finally, note that our best results for subtask B
are also slightly better than those for the best sys-
tem at SemEval-2016 Task 3, especially on MRR.

7 Conclusion

We have presented a framework for multitask
learning of two community Question Answering
problems: question-question relatedness and an-
swer selection. We further used a third, auxil-
iary one, i.e., finding the good comments in a
question-comment thread. We proposed a two-
step framework based on deep neural networks
and structured conditional models, with a feed-
forward neural network to learn task-specific em-
beddings, which are then used in a pairwise CRF
as part of a multitask model for all three subtasks.

The DNN model has its strength in generating
compact embedded representations for the sub-
tasks by modeling interactions between different
input elements.
On the other hand, the CRF is able to perform
global inference over arbitrary graph structures ac-
counting for the dependencies between subtasks
to provide globally good solutions. The experi-

mental results have proven the suitability of com-
bining the two approaches. The DNNs alone al-
ready yielded competitive results, but the CRF was
able to exploit the task-specific embeddings and
the dependencies between subtasks to improve the
results consistently across a variety of evaluation
metrics, yielding state-of-the-art results.

In future work, we plan to model text com-
plexity (Mihaylova et al., 2016), veracity (Mi-
haylova et al., 2018), speech act (Joty and Hoque,
2016), user profile (Mihaylov et al., 2015), troll-
ness (Mihaylov et al., 2018), and goodness polar-
ity (Balchev et al., 2016; Mihaylov et al., 2017).
From a modeling perspective, we want to strongly
couple CRF and DNN, so that the global errors are
backpropagated from the CRF down to the DNN
layers. It would be also interesting to extend the
framework to a cross-domain (Shah et al., 2018)
or a cross-language setting (Da San Martino et al.,
2017; Joty et al., 2017). Trying an ensemble of
neural networks with different initial seeds is an-
other possible research direction.
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# System Comments MAP (�) AvgRec (�) MRR (�)

1 DNNC Subtask C network 54.24 58.30 61.47

2 DNNC+PA DNNC with A predicted labels 55.21 (+0.97) 58.36 (+0.06) 62.69 (+1.22)
3 DNNC+PB DNNC with B predicted labels 54.17 (-0.04) 58.17 (-0.13) 62.55 (+1.08)
4 DNNC+PA+PB DNNC with A and B predicted labels 55.11 (+0.90) 58.69 (+0.39) 60.10 (-1.37)

5 CRFAC CRF with A-C connections 55.42 (+1.18) 58.69 (+0.39) 63.25 (+1.78)
6 CRFBC CRF with B-C connections 55.20 (+0.96) 58.87 (+0.57) 62.30 (+0.83)
7 CRFACBC CRF with A-C and B-C connections 56.00 (+1.76) 60.20 (+1.90) 63.25 (+1.78)
8 CRFall CRF with all pairwise connections 55.81 (+1.57) 60.15 (+1.85) 62.68 (+1.21)

9 CRFACBC,Cf CRFACBC with fully connected C 55.73 (+1.49) 59.77 (+1.47) 62.80 (+1.33)
10 CRFACBC,AfCf CRFACBC with fully connected A and C 55.54 (+1.30) 59.86 (+1.56) 62.54 (+1.07)
11 CRFACBC,BfCf CRFACBC with fully connected B and C 55.67 (+1.43) 60.22 (+1.92) 62.80 (+1.33)
12 CRFACBC,f CRFACBC with all layers fully connected 55.81 (+1.57) 60.15 (+1.85) 63.25 (+1.78)

Table 3: Performance of the pipeline and of the joint learning models on subtask C. The best results for
each measure are in bold, and the gains over the single neural network (DNNC) are shown in parentheses.

# System Comments MAP AvgRec MRR Acc P R F1

1 DNNB Subtask B network 76.27 90.27 83.57 76.39 89.53 33.05 48.28
2 DNNB+PA DNNB with A predicted labels 76.08 89.99 83.38 77.40 86.41 38.20 52.98
3 DNNB+PC DNNB with C predicted labels 76.33 90.38 83.62 77.40 83.19 40.34 54.34
4 DNNB+PA+PC DNNB with A and C predicted labels 76.43 90.34 83.62 77.11 78.74 42.92 55.56

5 CRFBf CRF with fully connected B 76.41 90.34 83.81 77.00 84.62 37.76 52.23
6 CRFACBC,Bf CRFACBC with fully connected B 76.89 90.87 84.19 77.86 76.00 48.93 59.53
7 CRFACBC,AfBf CRFACBC with fully connected A and B 76.51 90.64 84.19 78.29 83.47 43.35 57.06
8 CRFACBC,BfCf CRFACBC with fully connected B and C 76.87 90.96 84.44 77.86 78.68 45.92 58.00
9 CRFACBC,f CRFACBC with all layers fully connected 76.25 90.38 84.62 78.57 81.20 46.35 59.02

Table 4: Performance of the pipeline and of the joint models on subtask B (best results in boldface).

A and C, while only one decision is to be made for
the related question B).

Finally, note that our best results for subtask B
are also slightly better than those for the best sys-
tem at SemEval-2016 Task 3, especially on MRR.

7 Conclusion

We have presented a framework for multitask
learning of two community Question Answering
problems: question-question relatedness and an-
swer selection. We further used a third, auxil-
iary one, i.e., finding the good comments in a
question-comment thread. We proposed a two-
step framework based on deep neural networks
and structured conditional models, with a feed-
forward neural network to learn task-specific em-
beddings, which are then used in a pairwise CRF
as part of a multitask model for all three subtasks.

The DNN model has its strength in generating
compact embedded representations for the sub-
tasks by modeling interactions between different
input elements.
On the other hand, the CRF is able to perform
global inference over arbitrary graph structures ac-
counting for the dependencies between subtasks
to provide globally good solutions. The experi-

mental results have proven the suitability of com-
bining the two approaches. The DNNs alone al-
ready yielded competitive results, but the CRF was
able to exploit the task-specific embeddings and
the dependencies between subtasks to improve the
results consistently across a variety of evaluation
metrics, yielding state-of-the-art results.

In future work, we plan to model text com-
plexity (Mihaylova et al., 2016), veracity (Mi-
haylova et al., 2018), speech act (Joty and Hoque,
2016), user profile (Mihaylov et al., 2015), troll-
ness (Mihaylov et al., 2018), and goodness polar-
ity (Balchev et al., 2016; Mihaylov et al., 2017).
From a modeling perspective, we want to strongly
couple CRF and DNN, so that the global errors are
backpropagated from the CRF down to the DNN
layers. It would be also interesting to extend the
framework to a cross-domain (Shah et al., 2018)
or a cross-language setting (Da San Martino et al.,
2017; Joty et al., 2017). Trying an ensemble of
neural networks with different initial seeds is an-
other possible research direction.
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